Lesson Plan

Magic Tree House #31 Warriors in Winter

Companion Book: Magic Tree House Fact Tracker: Warriors

This lesson includes a vocabulary crossword puzzle with answer key and a “Word Bank” for differentiation of instruction.

MATERIALS:

- copies of #30 Warriors in Winter, and Fact Tracker: Warriors
- Printable crossword puzzle (included in Appendix)
- Word bank (included in Appendix)
- Answer Key (included in Appendix)
WARRIORS IN WINTER

1. Well trained, brave fearless soldiers. A person engaged in a struggle or conflict

2. A strict commander of a *century* in the ancient Roman army

3. A unit of 6,000 warriors in the ancient Roman army

4. People who wanted to destroy the Roman way of life

5. The symbol that represents the legion, such as an eagle

6. Roman style of writing numbers: I, II, III, IV, V, ...

7. A river in Europe once along the border of the Roman Empire

8. A person who studies something

9. A room where body armor, helmets, shields and weapons are kept

10. A person who leaves the army without permission and does not return
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VOCABULARY WORD BOX

centurion
Danube
legion
Roman Numeral
deserter
standard
warrior
armory
invaders
scholar